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And not only that, it still worked well for a few days. But then, the column width was increased to
something closer to 30 or 40. I have a measure script in my xl file that I was hoping would "fix" this, but it
isn't doing the job. When I run my report, it says "Formula error. The specified measure name is not valid."
I assumed that it was because I added a measure to the xl file, so then I ran the script and it is still
complaining. I tried a few other things with the script and it hasn't worked. The end result of this whole
process is that the reports run, but they don't fill in the dates and times where they should. The measure I
added was for the column width to the right of the delivery_date column. It said I wanted it wide enough
that the date would still fit on the page. I added that to the script. Please help. select d.delivery_date,
m.delivery_time from deliveries d left join measures m on d.delivery_number = m.number order by
d.delivery_date desc A: If your Measures are not defined as a column it won't work. If you can make
Measure m_col1 a column you can put in the width property. If you can't do that then try to add the
Measure as a formatted text then do this: select d.delivery_date, m.delivery_time from deliveries d left join
measures m on d.delivery_number = m.number order by d.delivery_date desc and replace m by: declare
@m_col1 as varchar(20) select @m_col1 as m_col1 SELECT d.delivery_date, FORMAT(
CONVERT(VARCHAR(8), m_col1), 'YYYY/MM/DD hh:mm AM/PM') as m_
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